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Other 
Accomplishments
In the almost three years since the 

Strategic Plan Update reported above 

was distributed in mid 1997, there have 

been changes to the priorities and focus 

of the Protected Areas Initiative. These 

changes affected the anticipated success 

in meeting the initial targeted dates for 

completing various items in the Strategic 

Plan. The extent of consultations required 

for establishing new protected areas led 

to some of the delays. In some cases, 

however, opportunities arose that led to 

the creation of new protected areas and 

initiatives that had not been foreseen in 

1997. The following section presents a 

list of these unanticipated protected areas 

that were created, and accomplishments 

completed or begun in 1998 and 1999. 

Each item is shown as “Complete” or “In 

Progress.”

1998
• Sign the Memorandum of Understanding between Manitoba, Assembly Complete 
 of Manitoba Chiefs and Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak 
 concerning protected lands 

• Proclaim the Conservation Agreements Act and pass enabling Complete 
 regulations 

• Publish a report on the results of consultations recommending work Complete 
 continue on establishing Manitoba Lowlands National Park Proposal   

• Complete First Nation consultation on potential designation of Complete 
 Whitemouth Island Ecological Reserve 

• Continue consultations with First Nations, industry and other groups In Progress
 regarding ASIs in Regions 1 through 5   

• In co-operation with the Department of National Defence, establish the Complete
 Douglas Marsh Protected Area in Spruce Woods Provincial Forest as the 
 fi rst protected area designated under the Forest Act   

• Continue a review of additional wildlife lands identifi ed previously Complete
 as candidates for protection   

• Seek nominations for new candidate ecological reserves Complete 

• Review nominations with the Ecological Reserves Advisory Committee  In Progress
 to evaluate their suitability for recommendation as ecological reserves   

• Develop a process for implementing the Conservation Agreements Act Complete

• Begin consultations on implementing the Manitoba Lowlands National In Progress
 Park Proposal report   
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1999
• Protect, in whole or in part, nine more Wildlife Management Areas Complete

• Create Chitek Lake and Polar/Nanowin Rivers Park Reserves for the  Complete
 initial six month period allowed for in the Provincial Parks Act  

• Designate Whitemouth Island Ecological Reserve Complete

• Create the fi rst Conservation Agreement Complete

• Continue the review of remaining wildlife lands previously identifi ed In Progress
 as candidates for protection   

• Continue consultations with First Nations, industry and other groups, In Progress
 and assess the support for protecting identifi ed candidate areas   

• Conduct consultations with First Nations, industry and other groups  Complete
 regarding extending the new park reserves as outlined in the 
 Provincial Parks Act 

• Seek support for the creation of new park reserves In Progress

• Submit to the Minister 11 new sites recommended by the Ecological Complete 
 Reserves Advisory Committee for designation as ecological reserves   

• Begin a consultation process on the 11 new candidate ecological  In Progress
 reserves 

• Hold initial discussion with federal and territorial agencies on marine Complete
 protected areas 

• Continue consultations with First Nations, industry and other groups  In Progress
 regarding fi nal decisions on existing park reserves as required by the 
 Provincial Parks Act  

•  Extend Chitek Lake and Poplar/Nanowin Rivers Park Reserves for Complete
 fi ve years  

• Seek information on new candidate ecological reserves from  In Progress
 community and environmental groups   

• Develop and obtain approval for a strategy and program for  Complete
 establishing protected areas in agricultural parts of Manitoba

• Continue work on preparing a technical report on Natural Regions In Progress
 Representation and Enduring Features Analysis 
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